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Hurwitz’s theorem states that the order of any finite group acting on a surface of 
genus y > 1 is bounded by 168(r - 1). It can be refined to give useful information 
about groups whose ‘order is near this bound. In this paper, similar results are 
obtained for Cayley graphs imbedded in a surface of genus y. These results have 
important implications for the classification of Cayley graphs of low genus and the 
number of Cayley graphs of a given genus. 
Hurwitz’s theorem [5] states that any group of conformal automorphisms 
of a Riemann surface of genus y > 1 has order at most 84(y - 1). In fact, 
Hurwitz’s theorem for any finite orientation preserving group action on a 
surface of genus y, and can be generalized to actions not preserving orien- 
tation or on nonorientable surfaces [9]. Hurwitz’s theorem can also be 
relined as in [9] to show that if the order of a group acting on a surface of 
genus y > 1 is near the Hurwitz bound, specifically if it is greater than 
24(y - l), then the group must be a certain kind of quotient of a triangle 
group and the choice of triangle groups is tightly restricted. In [S] we 
showed that the Hurwitz bound holds for groups whose minimal Cayley 
graph genus is y. In this paper we show that refined Hurwitz theorems also 
hold for imbeddings of Cayley graphs. We refer the reader to Sections 4 and 
5 of this paper for the full statements of our results because they are rather 
too technical to summarize here. 
The techniques and general method of attack in this paper are not signifi- 
cantly different from [8]. However, we have pushed these ideas much further 
and obtain far more powerful results. In addition, our arguments are self- 
contained, unlike [8] which depended on computations in Proulx’s thesis [7]; 
only the statement of Proulx’s results [6] is needed. To give the reader some 
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idea of the importance of our refined Hurwitz theorems for Cayley graph 
imbeddings we mention a few consequences. The full necessity of the thirty 
presentations in Proulx’s classification of toroidal groups, which occupies 
100 pages of Proulx’s thesis, is condensed into the proofs of Theorems 
4.1-5.2 (the sufficiency, except for three cases [lo], follows from [9] and the 
table of space group presentations in Coxeter and Moser [27]). Our earlier 
Hurwitz bound follows from Theorems 4.1-5.2. The fact that there are no 
irredundant Cayley graphs, and hence no groups of maximal Euler charac- 
teristic -1 becomes an easy exercise after these theorems. The proof [ 11 J 
that there is only one group of genus 2 is reduced to an analysis of ten 
possible presentations for groups of low order (most 48 or less). It follows 
from Theorems 4.1-5.2 and results in [9] that the surfaces of maximal Euler 
characteristic on which a group A acts and in which a Cayley graph for A 
can be imbedded are the same when the order of A is sufficiently large 
compared to the characteristic; we can almost say the same thing for genus, 
namely that y(A) = a(A) (in the notation of [9]) when the order of A is 
larger than 48(7(A) - 1). but there remains a difficult problem about index 2 
subgroups. 
Finally, we have taken some pains to have our results apply to the genus 
of Cayley graphs, where one cannot change the given generating set, as well 
as the genus of groups. Our ulterior motive is that we wish to prove even- 
tually that there are only finitely many Cayley graphs of a given maximal 
Euler characteristic less than zero or given genus greater than 2. This would 
be a major step in confirming Babai’s conjecture that there are only a finite 
number of vertex transitive graphs of given negative characteristic or genus 
greater than 2. This paper considers only irredundant Cayley graphs, where 
no proper subset of the given generating set also generates the whole group. 
A sequel to this paper will consider redundant Cayley graphs. Just to 
indicate that the problems of groups of a given genus and Cayley graphs of a 
given genus are quite distinct, we mention that although there is only one 
group of genus 2, there are infinitely many Cayley graphs of genus 2. 
Section 1 of this paper contains basic definitions and notation. Section 2 
constructs imbeddings for certain kinds of triangle group quotients. Section 
3 studies subgroup restrictions in Proulx’s classification of toroidal groups. 
The results of this unfortunately long section, which should be of 
independent interest, are needed so that our Hurwitz theorems apply to the 
genus of Cayley graphs as well as the genus of groups. Section 4 gives our 
refined Hurwitz theorems for degree 4 Cayley graphs and Section 5 for 
degree 3. These two sections form the core of this paper. Nearly every 
algebraic, combinatorial, and topological trick known to us about this 
problem appears somewhere in the computations of Theorem 4.1-5.2. Even 
more than the final statements of these theorems, the proofs should be 
extremely useful in the computation of the genera of particular groups, 
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especially simple groups. Section 6 studies some consequences and 
weaknesses of the theorems in Sections 4 and 5. It also contains a brief 
discussion of redundant Cayley graphs. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
Our group theoretic terminology is the same as [8]. A word in a set X of 
generators of a group is a sequence of elements of X and inverses of elements 
of X. The length of the word is the number of terms in the sequence. A 
relator is a word the product of whose terms is the identity. By abuse of 
language we will refer to a product of generators and their inverses as a 
word. Any conjugate or inverse of a relator is a relator as is any cyclic 
permutation of a relator. A relator is reduced if no cyclic permutation of it 
can be shortened by using another relator to replace a subword by another 
word. For example, if xyxy is a relator then yzxzyx is not a reduced relator 
since zxzyxy = zxzx- ‘. A group with generating set X and relators R, , R, ,..., 
is denoted (X: R, = 1, R, = l...). The subgroup generated by elements 
y, ,..., y, is denoted (y, ,..., y,). A generating set is redundant if a proper 
subset generates the whole group, otherwise a generating set is irredundant. 
A generating set is redundant if and only if there is a relator in which one 
generator appears exactly once. The cyclic group of order n and dihedral 
group of order 2n are denoted C, and D,, respectively. The commutator of 
group elements x and y is denoted [x, y]. 
Our notation for graph imbeddings also follows [8]. The genus (resp. 
characteristic) of a graph is the minimum genus (resp. maximal Euler 
characteristic) over all surfaces in which the graph imbeds. It should be 
noted that the genus of graph refers only to orientable surfaces while the 
characteristic of a graph does not. 
All graph imbeddings in this paper are assumed to be cellular, that is, 
each component of the complement of the imbedded graph is homeomorphic 
to an open disk. Each component of the complement of an imbedded graph 
is called a face. The size of a face is the length of the circuit in the graph 
that forms the boundary of the face. The degree of a vertex is the number of 
edges incident to the vertex. Suppose a graph with V vertices all of degree d 
is imbedded in a surface of Euler characteristic x so that there are F, faces of 
size n. Then a fundamental inequality proved in [8] states, for any integer 
n> 1, 
n-1 
(nd/2-n-d)V+rq,< x (n-i)Fi. c*> 
i=l 
Let X be a generating set for the group A. The Cayley graph C(A, X) has 
the elements of A as vertices and an edge between a and ax for each a E A 
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and x E X. We assume our Cayley graphs are “colored” so that an edge 
corresponding to generator x is labeled x and, if x is not an involution, is 
directed from a to ax, for each a E A. If X has m involutions and n elements 
not of order 2, then every vertex of C(A, X) has degree m + 2n. A Cayley 
graph C(A,X) is irredundant if the generating set X is irredundant. Every 
circuit of a Cayley graph, and hence every face in an imbedding of the 
graph, corresponds to a relator. As introduced by White [ 12, 13 ] the genus 
(resp. characteristic) of a group is the minimal genus (maximal charac- 
teristic) over all its Cayley graphs. 
Given a graph G imbedded in an orientable surface S, an orientation of 
the surface determines a cyclic ordering or rotation of the edges incident to 
each vertex. Conversely, as first observed by Heffter [4 1, the assignment of a 
rotation to each vertex of G determines an imbedding of G in an orientable 
surface. Another way of describing an imbedding of a highly symmetric 
graph is the method of voltage graphs ]3]. A voltage graph is a graph G 
together with a map a from the set of directed edges of G to a group, 
satisfying cz(e-) = o(e)-‘, where e is the opposite direction for the directed 
edge e. To each imbedded voltage graph one associates a derived imbedding. 
All we need to know about the derived imbedding is the following: 
If G has one vertex and the set X of voltages assigned to the edges of G 
generate the group A, then the derived graph is the Cayley graph C(A, X), 
after doubled edges corresponding to involutions are identified to single 
edges. In general, iffis a homomorphism of the group A onto the group B, if 
X is a generating set for A, if G is the Cayley graph C(B,f(X)), and if each 
directed edge of G labeled f(x) is assigned the voltage x, then the derived 
graph consists of 1 BI copies of C(A, X), where IB 1 denotes the order of B. 
Finally, if the product of the voltages around a face of an imbedded voltage 
graph is x,x1 ... x, and has order r, then there are IA ]/r faces in the derived 
imbedding corresponding to this face; if the derived graph is the Cayley 
graph C(A, X) then the derived face corresponds to the relator (x,x, ... x,)~, 
Voltage graphs and rotations are used only in Section 2 to obtain some 
simple Cayley graph imbeddings, but some familiarity with these techniques 
may help the reader to appreciate the subgroup restrictions discussed in 
Section 3. 
2. TRIANGLE GROUPS AND CAYLEY GRAPH IMBEDDINGS 
Let X = (x, y) be a generating set for the group A. Then X is a (p, q; r)” 
generating set if x has order p, y has order q, and either xy or x- ‘y has order 
r. If A has no other relators then it is the triangle group T”(p, q, r) discussed 
in [9]; otherwise it is a quotient of T(p, q, r). Similarly X = (x,-v, z) is a 
(p, q. r) generating set for the group A if x,y. and z are involutions, and XJ~ 
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has order p, yz has order q, and xz has order r. Again if there are no other 
relators then A is the full triangle group T(p, q, r); otherwise it is a quotient 
of T(p, q, I). Finally, X = (x, y) is a (p, p, q)’ generating set for the group A 
if x has order p, y has order 2, and the commutator yxyx- ’ has order q. As 
we will show, a (p,p, q)’ generating set behaves in many ways like a 
(p, p, q) generating set. 
Let X = (x, y, z) be a (p, q, r) generating set for the group A, and let B be 
the subgroup (xy, yz). The behavior of B is crucial to orientable imbeddings 
for the Cayley graph C(A, X). First observe that B is normal of index at 
most 2; this can be proved algebraically or simply by noting that B is the 
image in A of the orientation preserving subgroup of the triangle group 
T(p, q, r). Clearly B has index 2 if and only if there is a homomorphism of A 
onto C2 = {0, 1) sending x, y, and z to 1. Equivalently, B has index 2 if and 
only if A has no odd relator. For still a different viewpoint, B has index 2 if 
and only if the Cayley graph C(A, X) is bipartite. We say X is properly 
(p, q, r) if the subgroup B is a proper subgroup of A, that is, it has index 2. 
Let X = (x, y) be a (p,p, q)’ generating set for the group A and let B be 
the subgroup (x, yxy). This subgroup is the normal closure of x and has 
index at most 2. Just as the B subgroup of a (p, q, r) group is (p, q, r)“, the 
B subgroup of a (p,p, q)’ group is (p,p, 4)‘. Similarly, this subgroup has 
index 2 if and only if there is no relator involving an odd number of y’s. 
Also, the existence of orientable imbeddings for the Cayley graph C(A, X) 
hinges on B being a proper subgroup. We say X is properly (p,p, q)’ if B is 
a proper subgroup of A. 
These special generating sets we have introduced provide Cayley graph 
imbeddings of relatively small genus and therefore play the leading roles in 
the refined Hurwitz theorems of Sections 4 and 5. The following three 
propositions describe these imbeddings. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X = (x, y) be a (p, q; r)* generating set for the 
finite group A. Then C(A,X) has an imbedding in an orientable surface of 
Euler characteristic x = 1 A I( l/p + l/q + l/r - 1). 
ProoJ This follows directly from Theorems 4 and 6 of [9], but to be 
self-contained we give the appropriate voltage graph and rotation system 









FIG. 1. Three voltage graphs imbedded in the sphere. 
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the desired imbedding of C(A, X). Alternatively, assign the rotation 
xx-‘yy-’ to every vertex of the Cayley graph C(A, X). It is easily verified 
that there are ]A ]/p faces corresponding to the relator xp, ]A //q 
corresponding to y9, and ]A ]/ r corresponding to (xy)‘. The imbedding is 
orientable by construction and its Euler characteristic is determined by the 
given formula because C(A, X) has ]A ] vertices and 2 ]A 1 edges. It should be 
noted that if x or y has order 2, the cycles of length 2 corresponding to x2 or 
y* bound faces so that doubled edges can be identified to single edges, as our 
convention dictates here, without affecting the imbedding. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X = (x, y, z) be a (p, q, r) generating set for the 
jkite group A. Then the Cayley graph C(A, X) has an imbedding in a suflace 
of Euler characteristic x = IA I( l/p + l/q + l/r - 1)/2 such that each vertex 
lies on one face corresponding to (xy)“, one face corresponding to (YZ)~, and 
one face corresponding to (xz)‘. The imbedding surface is orientable if and 
only tfX is properly (p, q, r). 
Proof Each edge of C(A, X) lies on exactly two of the three types of 
cycles (xY)~, (yz)“, (xz)~. Therefore if each of these types of cycles is 
spanned by a disk, the resulting CW-complex is a surface. The value of x is 
computed by observing that there are IA ](1/2p + 1/2q + 1/2r) of these cycles 
and that C(A, X) has 1 A 1 vertices and 3 I A l/2 edges. 
If X is properly (p, q, r) then the desired imbedding is obtained from the 
voltage graph in Fig. lb. Alternatively, assign every vertex in one part of the 
bipartition of C(A, X) the rotation xyz and every vertex in the other part zyx. 
By construction, the resulting imbedding is orientable. Conversely, suppose 
the surface constructed by filling in the cycles (xy)” etc., with disks is orien- 
table. In order for the end points of an edge labeled x to lie on a face (xY)~, 
the rotations at the endpoints must be opposite, similarly for endpoints of y 
edges and endpoints of z edges. Thus all vertices with rotation xyz form one 
part of a bipartition of the graph C(A, X) while those with rotation zyx form 
the other part. Therefore X is properly (p, q, r). m 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X be a proper (p,p, q)’ generating set for the 
finite group A. Then C(A, X) has an imbedding in an orientable surface of 
Euler characteristic x = IA 1(2/p + l/q - 1)/2. 
Proof The voltage graph of Fig. lc provides the desired imbedding. 
Each vertex of the derived imbedding lies on one face corresponding to xp 
and two faces corresponding to [x, y19. Thus there are IA l/p faces 
corresponding to xp and 2 IA 1/4q faces corresponding to [x,y14. The given 
formula for x follows directly. I 
It should be noted that each of the imbeddings in these propositions is 
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invariant under an action of the group A on the imbedding surface (see the 
related Theorems 4-7 of [9]). The actions include reflections in the cases of 
(p, 9, r) and (p,p,q)’ generating sets. 
Of particular importance are the toroidal generating sets where (p, q, r) is 
(2, 3,6), (2,4,4) or (3,3, 3) and spherical generating sets where (p, q, r) is 
(2,2, r), (2, 3,3), (2,3,4), or (2, 3,5). A group with a spherical generating 
set is automatically finite without additional relators. In fact the only 
(2, 2; I)’ group is the dihedral group of order 2r, the only (2, 3; 3)” group is 
the alternating group of order 12, the only (2, 3: 4)’ group is the symmetric 
group of order 24, and the only (2, 3; 5)” group is the alternating group of 
order 60. 
3. PROPER SUBGROUP RESTRICTIONS FORTOROIDAL CAYLEY GRAPHS 
In Proulx’s classification of toroidal Cayley graphs many of the partial 
presentations include a restriction on the index of certain subgroups. These 
restrictions are necessary to construct the appropriate voltage graph and are 
analogous to the restrictions for (p, q, r) and (p,p, q)’ groups discussed in 
the previous section. In fact, live of ProuIx’s cases are simply proper 
(2,4,4), (2,4, 4)c, (3,3,3), (3,3,3)‘, and (2,3,6) groups. We show in this 
section that even if these subgroup restrictions are not satisfied, the 
associated Cayley graph, if it is irredundant, still has a toroidal imbedding, 
albeit different from the one expected from the given presentation. A 
surprising corollary of this is that any irredundant Cayley graph that imbeds 
in the klein bottle also imbeds in the torus (this is not true for redundant 
Cayley graphs-see Sect. 6). 
It is instructive to consider the subgroup restrictions from the viewpoint of 
groups acting on surfaces. Proulx’s presentations for toroidal groups are, 
with three exceptions (see [lo]), quotients of the 17 Euclidean 2-dimensional 
space groups. All but five of these space groups (~1, ~2, ~3, ~4, and p6 in 
the notation of Coxeter and Moser 121) include orientation reversing 
homeomorphisms, and hence contain an index 2 subgroup consisting of 
orientation preserving homeomorphisms. It can be shown that all of Proulx’s 
subgroup restrictions are equivalent to requiring that the image of this index 
2 subgroup in a given space group quotient A still has index 2. If the image 
does not have index 2, then the normal subgroup whose quotient is A must 
contain orientation reversing homeomorphisms. This means the group A acts 
on the klein bottle. However, by Theorem 15 of [9] this, in turn, implies that 
C, x A acts on the torus with the A factor orientation preserving. It follows 
also from [9] that a Cayley graph for A imbeds in the torus. The trouble is 
that this toroidal Cayley graph probably uses a different generating set for A 
than the one we started with, and in this paper we wish to obtain results 
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about the genus of a given Cayley graph rather than a given group. 
Nevertheless, the fact that C, x A acts on the torus is suspicious; it implies 
C, x A itself is a space group quotient and space group quotients are not 
likely to be products unless the factors are cyclic or dihedral groups. Thus 
we should expect that if Proulx’s subgroup restrictions are not satisfied, then 
A has some structure (e.g., A is abelian) that yields trivially a toroidal 
imbedding of the Cayley graph for the given generating set. 
THEOREM 3.1. The subgroup restrictions in Proulx’s classification of 
toroidal Cayley graphs are unnecessarv for irredundant generating sets. 
ProoJ: We consider first (2,4,4), (2,4,4)‘, (3, 3, 3), (3, 3, 3)‘, and 
(2, 3,6) groups that are not proper; these are, respectively, presentations 3.6, 
2.10, 3.1, 2.11, and 3.7 in (6 ] (presentation 2.11 has no subgroup restriction 
in [6] but it should have). We will use the fact that any space group has a 
normal, abelian 2-generator subgroup N of orientation preserving trans- 
lations such that the quotient of the orientation preserving subgroup by N is 
cyclic of order 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6. This fact alone shows there are no improper 
(3,3,3) or (2,3,6) groups. Indeed, suppose (x,y, z) is an improper (3,3,3) 
generating set for the group A. Then A has a normal abelian subgroup with 
cyclic quotient. Since the generators x, y, z all have order 2. the quotient 
must be trivial or C,. However, since A is not properly (3,3,3) it is also 
generated by xy and yz which have order 3. Thus the cyclic quotient must in 
fact be trivial. Hence A is abelian and xy must have order 2 instead of order 
3. Similarly, let (x, y, z) be an improper (2,3,6) generating set for the group 
A. Again, A must contain a normal abelian subgroup N with cyclic quotient, 
and again the quotient must be trivial or C,. If it is trivial then yz has order 
2, a contradiction. Suppose it is C,. If y E N, then z E N as well since yz has 
order 3. But then because N is abelian, yz must have order 2, a 
contradiction. Similarly z E N leads to a contradiction. If x E N, then so is 
zxz since N is normal. But again because N is abelian xzxz has order 2, 
contradicting the assumed order of 6 for xz. Therefore, none of x, y, z lies in 
N. However, this implies that xy and yz do lie in N, making A properly 
(2, 3, 6) after all. 
Let (x, y, z) be an improper (2,4,4) generating set for the group A. As 
before A must contain a normal 2-generator abelian subgroup N with 
quotient C,. If x is in N and y and z are not, then zy is in N and xzyxyz is a 
relator since N is abelian. But xzyxyz = xzxz, contradicting the assumed 
order of xz. If x and z are both in N then xz has order 2, a contradiction. 
Similarly we cannot have y in N and x and z not, or y and z in N. Also if 
none of x,y, z lies in N then A is properly (2, 4, 4). We conclude that either 
x and y are in N and z is not, or z is in N and x and y are not. If x,y E N 
and z Q? N, then N must be the normal closure of x and y. Thus N is 
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generated by the conjugates of x and y all of which have order 2. Because N 
is 2-generator and abelian, it follows that N is C, x C, and hence A has 
order 8. Since yz has order 4, the order of (y, z) is 8 as well, contradicting 
irredundancy. Finally if z E N and x, y 6? N, then xy E N and N is the 
normal closure of z and xy. This again implies N is C, x C,, contradicting 
irredundancy. 
Let (x, y) be an improper (3,3,3)’ generating set for the group A. Then A 
contains a normal abelian 2-generator subgroup N with cyclic quotient. 
Since A is generated by the elements x and yxy, which have order 3, the 
cyclic quotient must be C,. Thus y E N. Since N is normal xyx- ’ E N as 
well, and since N is abelian, yxyx-i has order 2, contradicting the assumed 
order of [x, y]. 
Let x, y be an improper (4,4,2)’ generating set for the group A. Once 
again A contains a normal abelian 2-generator subgroup N with cyclic 
quotient. This time the quotient is C, or C,. Suppose it is C,. If y E N, then 
[y, x] 2 is a relator since x2 E N and N is abelian. The relator [y, x2] implies 
C(A, X) has a toroidal imbedding by Proulx’s presentation 2.4. If y & N, then 
yx E N since x @ N (recall x and yxy generate A by assumption). Then yx 
and x2 commute so y and x2 commute again, yielding once more presen- 
tation 2.4. Suppose instead the quotient is C,. If y E N, then N must be the 
normal closure of y. As in the previous case this implies N is C, X C,. Since 
no automorphism of C, x C, has order 4, conjugation of N by x must be an 
automorphism of order 2. In particular x’yx’ = y and we have 2.4 once 
again. Finally if y @ N then yx2 and xyx must both be in N since the image 
of x generates the cyclic quotient C, and the image of y must have order 2. 
Then yx2 and xyx commute so xyxyx2x-‘yx-‘x2y = (xy)” is a relator. Thus 
(x, y) is (2,4,4)” and C(A, X) imbeds in the torus by Proposition 2.1 (or by 
Proulx’s presentation 2.6). 
The remaining subgroup restrictions occur in Proulx’s presentations 2.3, 
2.4, 2.13, 2.14, 2.16, 3.3, 3.8, 1.9, 3.10. We leave it as a lengthy exercise to 
verify that the given subgroup in each of these presentations is normal and 
abelian and that its index is at most that given by Proulx (in fact, the given 
subgroup is in each case the image of the subgroup of translations in the 
corresponding space group). In particular, for the presentations 2.4, 2.13, 
2.14, 3.8, and 3.10, where the subgroup has index at most 2. if the index 
restriction is not met then the given group is abelian and the corresponding 
Cayley graph has a toroidal imbedding trivially. Therefore we need only 
consider presentations 2.3, 2.16, 3.3, and 3.9, where the restricted subgroup, 
call it B, must have index 4. 
We consider first 2.3: 
A = (x, y: y* = yx’yx’ = l,...) and B = (x2, (yx)‘). 
If B = A, then A is abelian and C(A, X) has a toroidal imbedding. Therefore 
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we assume B has index 2. The images of x,y, and xy in the quotient 
A/B = C, cannot all be nontrivial. Therefore at least one of x, y, or xy lies in 
B. If y E B, then [y, x’] is a relator since B is abelian, but this gives us 
Proulx’s presentation 2.4 which has already been handled. If yx E B, then 
again [yx, x2] = [y, x2] is a relator. Suppose x E B. Using x’y =yxp2 and 
the fact that B is abelian, we get xyxy = x(xyxy) x- ’ = x’yxyx- ’ = 
yx-Ivx-‘. Thus we have that xy has order 4. Since B is generated by x2 and 
(xy)’ and B is abelian, either x=x2’ or x = x~‘(x~)~. If x = xZr, then x has 
odd order and (x) = (x2). Then yx’y = xe2 implies yxy = x-’ so A is 
dihedral and C(A, X) is planar. If x = ~“‘(xy)~ then x and xZr = yxy have the 
same order. Therefore, x again has odd order and C(A, X) is planar. 
Consider next presentation 2.16: 
A = (x,y: (xy)’ = (x-‘y)-2 = l,...) and B = (x’, y’). 
We will use the fact that the given relators imply .~y’x-’ =ylp2 and 
yx2,-’ =x-=. Again the only problem is if B has index 2. Then at least one 
of x, y, or xy lies in B. Suppose xy E B. Then since B is abelian y2 = 
xyy 2y ~ lx - ’ = xy=x-’ ZJJF2 and x2 = xyx’y~‘x-’ zz xX-2.x-1 Xx-2 so x 
and y both have order 4. Thus the generating set X = (x, y) is (4,4; 2)” 
yielding a toroidal imbedding for C(A, X). Suppose instead x E B. Then 
xv*x- ’ =y2 so y has order 4. Since B is abelian and generated by .Y’ and JI’, 
it follows that either x = xZr or x = x2’y2. If x = xZr then (x’) = (x). Thus 
yx ?y - ’ ,x-2 implies yxy-’ =.x-l which gives presentation 2.13. If 
x = xzry~’ then 1 = .Y’~-‘JJ~ = ~~~~~y~‘x-‘y. Thus x and xZr-* have the same 
order. It follows that x has odd order, which again leads to presentation 
2.13. A similar argument applies if y E B instead. 
Consider now presentation 3.3: 
A = (x, y, z: x2 = y2 = z2 = xyxzyz = l,...) and B = (XL, zyzjr). 
Suppose that B has index 2. Then at least one of y, z, or zy lies in B. If 
zy E B, then since B is abelian xzzy = zyxz. It follows that xyzxyz is a 
relator yielding presentation 3.2. If z E B then x E B as well so ,Y and z 
commute. Then xyxzyz = xyzxyz and we have presentation 3.2 again. If 
y E B. then y(zyzy)y = zyzy so ZJ~ has order 4. Since B is abelian and 
generated by xz and (zy)‘, either y = (xz)’ or y = (xz)’ (zy)‘, but both of 
these relations contradict irredundancy. 
Finally, consider presentation 3.9: 
A=(x,y,z:y2=z2 = (.xy)2 = [x, z] = l,...) and B = (x, (yz)‘). 
Suppose B has index 2 instead. Then at least one of y, z, or yz lies in B. If 
y E B, then y commutes with x contradicting the relator (xv)‘. If yz E B, 
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then x commutes with yz. Since x commutes with z, it follows that again x 
commutes with y, a contradiction. If z E B then z(yz)’ z = (yz)’ so yz has 
order 4. Since 3 is abelian and generated by x and (yz)‘, either z = xr or 
z = x’(yz)‘, but both of these relations contradict irredundancy. 
This should finish the proof of the theorem but there is one more case that 
must be discussed. Proulx gives no subgroup restriction for presentation 4.1: 
A=(x,y,z,w:x2=y2=z2=w2 = (xy)’ = (yz)’ = (zw)’ = (wx)Z = l,,..). 
Since x and z commute with y and w, Proulx claims A is the product of the 
dihedral groups (x, z) and (y, w), making the Cayley graph C(A, X) a 
product of cycles which clearly has a toroidal imbedding. However, if the 
subgroups (x, z) and (y, w) have a nontrivial intersection, A is not a product 
and there still are problems. As for a proper (p, q, r) generating set, we can 
construct a toroidal imbedding for C(A, X) if the subgroup (xy, yz, zw) of 
even length words is proper. If it is not proper, then there must be an odd 
relator. Since x and z commute with y and w, this relator must have the form 
ab, where a is a word in x and z and b is a word in y and w. We assume 
without loss of generality that a has odd length and b even length. Any odd 
length word in x and z has order 2 so both a and b have order 2 and a = b. 
Since x and z commute with b, then xa and za both have order 2. If 
a = x(zx)’ then (zY)’ and (zx)~+’ both have order 2 so zx has order 2, 
similarly if a = z(xz)‘. However, if xz has order 2, the odd length word a 
must be exactly x or z, but this contradicts irredundancy. I 
4. CAYLEY GRAPHS OF DEGREE 4 
In each of the following theorems, C(A, X) is an irredundant Cayley graph 
of degree 4 having genus y > 1 and characteristic x. Each proof assumes as 
given a fixed imbedding of C(A, X) in a surface of Euler characteristic x. The 
number of faces of size n in this imbedding is denoted F, and the number /A ( 
of vertices of C(A, X) is denoted V to agree with the notation in (*). 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose X has no involutions. If (A I= V > 12 1x1 then 
either X is (3, r; 2)‘, 7 < r < 11, and 2y - 2 = -x = V(6 - r)/6r, or X is 
(4,5; 2)” and 2y - 2 = -x = V/20. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose X has two involutions. Then V < 12 1x1. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose X has four involutions. Then V < 12 lx 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let x and y be the two elements of X. There are 
three cases to consider. 
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Case 1. X has no elements of order 3. 
By (*) with n = 5, F, # 0 when V > 5 1x1. It follows from [6] and 
Theorem 3.1 that the only 4-relators that do not immediately imply y < 1 are 
x”, v4, (xy)‘, and (x-‘y)‘; moreover (xy)’ and (x-‘y)’ are not both present 
or again y< 1. 
If x4, y4, and (xy)’ are all relators, X is (4,4, 2) and y < 1. If x4 and y4 
are the only 4-relators then F, < 2V/4 and by (*) with n = 5, V< 10 1x1. If 
(xy)’ or (x- ‘y)* is the only 4-relator, then again F, < 2V/4 and V < 10 1x1. 
Therefore without loss of generality, we assume that x4 and (xv)’ are 
relators. If F, = 0, then by (*) with n = 6, 
2V+6x<2F4,<2. 3V/4 
and hence V < 12 ]x ]. Suppose therefore that F, # 0. Let F, be the number of 
faces of size 4 corresponding to the relator x4 and F,, the number of faces 
corresponding to (xy)‘. If every 5-relator involves at least one x and hence 
by irredundancy at least two x’s, then 
4F, + 2F,, + 2F, < 2V 
because there are at most 2V sides of edges labeled x available. Therefore by 
(*). 
< V+ F,, < 3Vl2, 
and again we have V < 12 1x1. We conclude that if V > 12 1x1, then there is a 
5-relator not involving x, that is, y has order 5. Therefore X is (4, 5; 2)“. If 
V= ]A I > 20 1x1, then y < 1 as in [8]. Thus -x = ]A l/20. 
Case 2. x has order 3, y does not. 
Suppose A has no 4relators. If every 5relator involves x then 
3F, + 2F, < 2V by counting occurrences of x. Thus by (*), 
Since F, < V/3, we obtain V ,< 12 Ix]. We assume therefore that y has order 
5. However, if y5 is the only 5-relator then V< 30 ]x]/4. Other possible 
reduced 5-relators are xyxy*’ and xyx-i~*~. If xyx=y*‘, then xyxy is y-’ 
or y3. Thus y E (xy) so A is cyclic and y < 1. The other relation, xyx-’ = y2, 
leads to the contradiction (f2)’ = 1 mod 5 since x has order 3 and y has 
order 5. 
We conclude that if ]A I > 12 1x1 then there must be a 4relator. By the 
analysis of 4-relators in Case 1 of this proof, we need only consider the 
relators y4 and (xy)‘. If y4 is the only 4-relator, then a simple application of 
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(*) yields F, # 0, but the previous analysis of 5relators leads to 
contradictions. Therefore (xy)’ is a relator. If y has order 4 or 5 then X is 
(3,4; 2)” or (3,5; 2)“, A has order 24 or 60, and in either case y = 0. Thus 
we can assume F, Q V/2 and F, = 0. If every other relator of length 11 or 
less involves x, then 
by counting occurrences of x. By (*) we have 
8V+ 12x<9F,+8F,+6(F,+...+FI,) 
< 9F, + 8F, + 6( V - F, - 3F,/2) 
< 6V+ 2Fd < 7V 
which implies V < 12 1x1. Therefore y must have order at most 11. If y has 
order 6 then X is (3,2; 6) and y < 1. Thus X is (3, r; 2)“, 7 < r < 11. It can 
be shown by an x-counting argument like the one just given, that 
V<6rI~l/(r-6). H ence by Proposition 2.1, 2y - 2 = -x = V(r - 6)/6r. 
Case 3. Both x and y have order 3. 
Since x2 =x-l and y2 = y-‘, there can be no reduced relators of odd 
length. It is shown in [8] how any relator of length 4 or 6 implies y < 1. 
Therefore F, = F, = F, = F, = 0. Then by (*), 
4V + 8~ < 5F, + 0 < lOV/3, 
which implies that V < 12 1x1. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let x be the element of X having order greater 
than 2 and let y and z be the involutions in X. There are two cases to con- 
sider. 
Case 1. x has order at least 4. 
If every vertex lies on at most three faces of size 4 or 5, then 
4F, + 5F, < 3V. Then by (*), 
and hence V < 12 1x1. Thus there must be at least one vertex lying on four 
faces of size 4 or 5. The only 5-relator not contradicting irredundancy or the 
given order of x is x5. A brief analysis of the way four faces of size 4 or 5 
can meet at a single vertex (when the only 5-relator is x’) shows that x must 
be involved in a 4-relator with y and a 4-relator with z. It then follows from 
[ 61 and Theorem 3.1 that y < 1. 
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Case 2. x has order 3. 
By an easy application of (*), there must be a 4- or 5relator. Since 
X2 =x-l, every 5relator not contradicting irredundancy can be reduced to a 
4-relator. If (yz)’ is the only 4-relator then F, < V/4 and I’< 12 1x1 by (*). 
As in Case 1, if xyx* ‘y and xzx’ iz are both relators, then y < 1. 
Therefore, assume that both (yz)* and xyx* ‘y are relators. The edges of 
the Cayley graph C(A,X) labeled x or y form prisms on six vertices 
consisting of triangular top and bottom faces corresponding to x3 and three 
quadrilateral side faces corresponding to xyx* ‘y. The edges labeled z must 
be inserted into the faces of these prisms to get the Cayley graph C(A, X) 
and in the process at least two of the live faces in each prism are destroyed. 
Since there are V/6 prisms, this means no imbedding of C(A, X) can have 
more than 3(V/6) faces corresponding to x3 and xyx*‘y. Thus if F,, is the 
number of faces corresponding to xyx* ‘y, then F,, < V/2 - F,. Let Fyz be 
the number of faces corresponding to (yz)‘. By the analysis in Case 1 of this 
proof we can assume there is no 4-relator involving x and z. Then by (*), 
< 5F3 + 4(F,, + F,;) + 3F, + ... + F, 
It follows that if V > 12 1x1 there must be a face of size 5, 6, or 7. Since y 
commutes with z and yx = x* ly, any occurrence of y in the corresponding 
relator can be eliminated. Therefore there must be a relator of length 5, 6, or 
7 involving only x and z. Since x2 = xP ’ and there is no 4-relator involving 
x and z by assumption, this relator must have length 6. The relator xzxzx- ‘z 
implies xzx- ’ = zx- ‘z, which is impossible since one side of this equation 
has order 2 and the other side order 3. The only other 6relator, (xz)~, 
implies that (x, z) is the (3,2; 3)” group of order 12 and hence that A has 
order 24. Then IA 1 < 12 1x1 automatically unless x = - 1. If x = -1 then 
A = 24 1x1 and, by (*), there must be a 4-relator involving x and z, which 
implies y < 1 as in Case 1. This concludes the proof of Theorem 4.2. 1 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. By irredundancy there can be no 3- or 5-relators. 
If four faces of size 4 meet at a vertex we have presentation 4.1 of [ 81 and 
hence y ,< 1 by Theorem 3.1. If no vertex lies on four faces of size 4, then 
F, < 3V/4 and by (*), 
2V+6x<O+2Fd+O<3V/2 
which implies V< 12 1x1. 1 
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5. IRREDUNDANT CAYLEY GRAPHS OF DEGREE 3 
As in the previous section, in each of the following theorems C(A, X) is an 
irredundant Cayley of genus y > 1 and characteristic x, but here C(A, X) has 
degree 3. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose X has one involution. If 1 A 1 > 12 1x1 then one of 
the following holds: 
(a) X is (5,2; 4)” or (4,2; 5)’ and 2y - 2 = -x = ]A j/20; 
(b) X is (5,5,2)’ and 2y - 2 > -x = 1 A I/40 with equality zf and only 
tfX is properly (5,5,2)‘; 
(c) X is (r, 2; 3)” and 2y - 2 = -x = [A ) (I - 6)/6r, 7 ,< r < 11; 
(d) X is (3,2; r)’ and there is a reduced relator involving both 
generators of length less than 24 but none of length less than 14. 
If 1 A 1 > 24 Ix 1, then X is (3,2; 7)” or (7, 2; 3)” and 2y - 2 = -x = I A / /42. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose that X consists of three involutions. If 
JAJ > 12/x/ thenX is (2,p,q), 3<p<5, or (3,3,r), r=4,5. rf\Aj > 24/x/ 
then X is (2,4,5) and 2y--2>-~=IAl/40, or X is (3,2,r), 7<r,< 11, 
and 2y - 2 > -x = I A I (r - 6)/ 12r. The inequality 2y - 2 > -x is an equality 
zf and only $X is properly (2,4,5) or (3,2, r). 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let y be the involution and x be the other 
generator. There are live cases to consider based on the shortest reduced 
relator. 
Case 1. No relator has length less than 7. 
If there is no vertex lying on two faces of size 7, then by (*), 
V+8x<F,< v/7 
which implies V < 12 1x1. We assume, therefore, that there is a 7relator 
involving both x and y. Possible 7-relators involving two y’s can be put in 
the forms yxyx *4 or yx’yx *3 The first implies that (x) is normal and x has . 
order 15. Thus [AI=30 and IAl < 121x1 unless x>-2. If x2-2, then 
I A I> 15 1x1 and F, # 0 by (*) with n = 7, contradicting the assumption for 
this case. The relator yx’yx-’ implies x2 = yx3y = (yx2y)(yxy) = x3yxy, so 
that (xy)’ is a relator and A is dihedral of order 10 with y = 0. The relator 
yx’yx’ implies similarly that A is abelian of order 10 with y = 0. 
We conclude that’ there must be 7-relator involving three y’s Such a 
relator can be put in the form yxyx * ‘yx* *. The relator yxyx- ‘yx* * implies 
yxyx-‘y = x** so that x has order 4, a contradiction of the assumption for 
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this case of the proof. The relator yxyxyx* implies yxyxyx = x-i so that A is 
cyclic generated by yx and hence y = 0. The remaining relator yxyxyx-* is 
more difficult to resolve. It implies that (yx)’ =x3 so that x3 is central in A. 
The quotient of A by (x3) is the (3, 2; 3)” group of order 12 so if we can 
bound the order of x we can bound ]A I. 
We need a short relator not involving y. Assume every relator of length 
less than 16 involves y. It can be shown that any relator of length 9 
involving two y’s contradicts this assumption or irredundancy; for example, 
yx3yx4 = x7, since x3 is central, and yxyx6 =x*yx’, since yxy=x*.vx~‘. 
Therefore by counting occurrences of y we have 
Then (*) yields 
< 3V+ 2F,. 
It can also be shown that no 8-relator involves three or more y’s; for 
example, yxyx*yx-’ = yx . xyx . x-’ = yx*yx-‘, which implies x has order 3 
and IA / = 6. Thus 6F, < 2V by counting occurrences of x. We have then 
5V+ 16~<3V+2F,< lOV/3 
and hence I’< 12 1x1. 
Therefore the order of x is 15 or less. Since x3 is central, the order of x is 
divisible by 3. Because the quotient of A by (x3) has order at most 12, it 
follows that IA 1 < 60. Thus (A I < 12 1x1 unless x > -4, but as before if 
x > -4 then ]A j > 15 1x1, which by (*) implies that F, # 0, a contradiction. 
Case 2. The shortest relator has length 6. 
Possible 6relators are yx*yx**, yxy~*~, yxyxyx-‘, (yx)“, x6. By [6] and 
Theorem 3.1 either of the relators yx2yx2 or yx2yxF2 implies y < 1. The 
relator yxyx3 yields (YX)~ = x-* which implies that xe2 is central and hence 
yx*yx-2 is a relator again. The relator yxyxe3 implies xyx-’ =yx*, and 
hence yx*yx* is a relator again. The relator yxyxyx-’ implies x is conjugate 
to y, contradicting the assumed order of x. If both (xy)’ and x6 are relators, 
then X is (6,2; 3)” and y < 1. Suppose x6 is the only relator. From the 
analysis of 7-relators in Case 1, it follows that F, = 0. Then by (*), 
and hence V < 12 1x1. 
We assume therefore that (xy)” is the one and only 6-relator. The ‘I-relator 
YXYX4 contradicts irredundancy since yxy = x-‘yx-’ and the 7-relator 
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yx’yx’ is eliminated by the analysis of ‘I-relators in Case 1. Thus any 7- 
relator involving both y and x must have three y’s. Suppose every relator of 
length less than 12 involves y. Then by counting y’s we obtain 
Therefore by (*), 
and hence V< 12 1x1. We conclude that x has order r, 7 < r < 11. Thus we 
have (c) of the theorem. 
Case 3. The shortest relator has length 5. 
The relator yxyx* * implies x has order 3 and IA I= 6. Therefore the 5- 
relator must be x5. By the previous analysis of 6- and 7-relators, we may 
assume that F, = F, = 0. It follows already from (*) with n = 8 that 
V< 20 1x1. This bound is achieved with the g-relators (yx)” and [y, xl*, 
which give parts (a) and (b) of the theorem. Other possible reduced 8- 
relators involving four y’s are (xy)’ (x-ly)* and (xy)’ (x-‘y). The latter 
implies A is cyclic generated by xy since xy and x- ‘y generate A. The other 
relator (xy)’ (x-‘y)* implies that x and yxy commute so that the index 2 
subgroup (x, yxy) is abelian. Therefore IA 1 < 50, and a detailed analysis of 
the Cayley graph C(A, x>, which we omit, shows that x < -4 and hence 
IA I < 12 1x1 (the group A is toroidal, however, since the generators u = xy, 
u =yx satisfy a2 = v”). All g-relators involving three y’s lead to 
contradictions or imply that A is cyclic; for example, the relator xyx2yxm2y 
implies x is conjugate to y, contradicting the assumed order of x, and 
xyx’yx’y implies x = (x*Y)~, so that A is cyclic generated by x’y. There are 
no reduced g-relators involving two y’s or more than four y’s. 
Therefore we can assume that F, = 0. By (*) with n = 10 we have 
2V+ lOx<SF,+F,. 
If we can show that F, = 0, then V < 12 1x1. Each 9-relator involves three or 
four y’s. Those involving three y’s are of the form yx2yx2yx*‘. The relator 
yx*yx*yx-* implies x2 is conjugate to y, contradicting the order of x. The 
relator (yx’)’ implies that the generating set (x2, y) is (5, 3; 3)” and hence 
that A is the alternating group of order 60 on 5 symbols. In particular yx, 
like yx*, must have order 3, so (x, y) is also (5,2, 3)” and y = 0. Possible 9- 
relators involving four y’s are of the forms yxyxyxyx**, yxyxyx- ‘yx**, 
yxyx - l yxyx * 2 ) yx - l yxyxyx ** The first implies that (yx)” is x or x3 and * 
hence A is cyclic generated by yx. The second implies that x* ‘yx is 
conjugate to y and therefore has order 2. It follows that (yx-‘)’ or (yx-‘)* 
is a relator and (A ( = 10 and y = 0. The third and fourth relators listed imply 
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that xyx** is conjugate to y, and it follows again that ]A I= 10 and y = 0. 
We conclude that F, = 0, which finishes Case 3. 
Case 4. The shortest relator has length 4. 
The relators (yx)’ and [y, x] clearly imply y = 0. Hence the 4-relator must 
be x4. Relators of length 5 or 6 can be eliminated by previous analysis, as 
can all 7relators except yxyx-‘yx*, which led only to the “contradiction” in 
Case 1 that x has order 4. However, this relator also implies that 
(xy)’ = xyx-I. Thus X is (4, 2; 4)” and y < 1. We assume therefore that F, = 
F,=F,=O. Then by (*) with n= 12, 
3V+ 12,y<8F4+4FB+3F9+2F,,+F,,,<2V+4F8+~~~ +F,,. 
It follows that if V > 12 1x1, there must be a relator of length less than 12. 
Any relator of length 8 involving four y’s implies y = 1 by [6] and Theorem 
3.1. 
The analysis in the previous Case 3 handles g-relators involving three y’s 
and 9-relators involving four y’s. Thus the only relator of length less than 10 
that has not yet been eliminated is (yx’)‘. Relators of length 10 involving 
five y’s are of the form (YX)‘. (yx)” Yx~‘, (YX)” (YX-~)*, 
(yx)’ (yx-‘)(yx)(yx-‘). The first gives (a) of the theorem. The second 
implies (yx)’ = x2, which makes x2 central and hence y = 0 by the 6-relator 
yx*yx*. The third implies x and y are conjugate as does the fourth, 
contradicting the assumed order of x. The only 1 l-relator involving four y’s 
implies (yx’)” =x*‘, which makes A cyclic. The 1 l-relator 
yxyx - lyxyx - ’ yx* implies xyxy = x-‘yxyx-‘yx so that (xy)’ is conjugate to 
y and X is (4, 2,4). All other 1 l-relators involving live y’s imply that xy has 
order 4 and hence that y < 1 (e.g., from the relator yxyxyx-‘yx-‘yx* we 
obtain xyxyx-‘yx-‘yx-’ =yx so that yx is conjugate to x-l). 
The only relators left of length less than 12 are (yx’)” and lo-relators 
involving four y’s. Consider a face corresponding to the relator (yx’)“. Three 
corners of the face contain consecutive x edges; at such corners there can be 
no face corresponding to x4. Thus each (yx’)’ face destroys three x4 faces. 
Since at most four (yx’)” faces can destroy the same x4 face, it follows that 
3F,/4 distinct faces are eliminated by the F, faces corresponding to (yx’)“. 
Thus F, < V/4 - 3F,/4 so 3F, < V - 4F4. A similar argument shows that 
F, < V/4 - 2F,,/4 since each lo-relator involving four y’s contains two 
occurrences of x2. Therefore by (*), 
3V+ 12x<8F4+3F,+2F,,<2V 
and hence V < 12 ]x 1. This concludes Case 4. 
Case 5. The shortest relator has length 3. 
The 3-relator is x3. Since x2 =x-l, all reduced relators have even length 
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with y and x*’ alternating. Possible 6-relators are yxyxyx-’ and (yx)“. The 
first implies x is conjugate to y, a contradiction, and the second implies that 
X is (3,2; 3)” and y = 0. The 8-relator [y, x]’ implies y = 0 and ]A / = 24 or 
12 depending on whether (x, yxy) is index 2 or not. The relator 
(yx)’ (yx-‘)* implies that the index 2 subgroup (x, yxy) is abelian and has 
order 3 or 9; it follows that (xv)’ has order 3 and hence that y < 1 since X is 
(3, 2, 6)“. Since A is generated by yx and xy, the remaining 8-relator 
(yx)’ (yx-‘) implies A is cyclic. The lo-relator (yx)’ implies X is (3, 2; 5)” 
and y = 0. Other lo-relators are handled by the analysis given in previous 
Case 4. The 12-relator (yx)” makes y < 1. Other twelve relators are of 
the form (yx)” yx-‘, (yx)” (yx-‘)*, (yx)” yx-‘yxyx-‘, (~~xyxyx-‘)I, 
(YX)~ (YX-‘)~, (yx)’ yx-‘yx(yx-‘)*, yxyx-‘(y~)~ (yx-I)*, or [y, xl’. The 
first implies that A is cyclic generated by yx. The second yields xyx = 
yxyxyx~‘yx-‘y; this means (x~x)~ and hence (yx-‘)* are relators so IA I=6 
and y = 0. The third implies similarly that x-vx has order 2. The fourth makes 
y < 1 by [6], as does the fifth. If the sixth is written yxyxyxl xyxyx-‘yx-‘, 
then clearly (xv)” is conjugate to y so yx has order 6 and y < 1. If the 
seventh is written yxyx-’ . yxyxyx . xyx-‘, then again one sees that (yx)” is 
conjugate to y. Finally, the eighth implies y < 1 by [6]. We conclude that 
there are no reduced relators involving x and y of length 12 or less. A 
straightforward application of (*) with n = 24, however, shows there must be 
some relator of length less than 24. Thus we have (d) of the Theorem. 
To complete the proof of the theorem we must verify the last claim for 
IA / > 24 1x1. The proof so far leads to IA I < 12 1x1 in Case 1 and to 
IAI,<~OIXI in C ase 3 and Case 4. In Case 2, we have IA I > 24 1x1 only 
when X is (7, 2; 3)” as desired. It remains to show that in Case 5, if 
IA I > 24 Ix] then yx has order 7. From (*) with n = 16 it follows that there 
is a relator of length less than 16 when V > 24 1x1. Since all reduced relators 
in this case have even length and we have already eliminated relators of 
length 12 or less, there must be a 14-relator. We leave as an exercise for the 
reader to check the following claims. The 14-relator involving x-’ once 
implies that A is cyclic generated by xy. Each of the three possible 14- 
relators involving x-’ twice implies that xyxyx is conjugate to y; the 
resulting relator (xyxyx)’ has length less than 12 and is handled by previous 
analysis. The possible 14-relators involving x- ’ three times imply either that 
x is conjugate to y (a contradiction) or that xyx ‘yx has order 2 (yielding a 
relator of length less than 12). We conclude that the 14.relator does not 
involve x- ‘, that is, yx has order 7 as desired. 1 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let x, y, z be the generators. The proof consists 
of six cases. 
Case 1. No reduced relator has length less than 7. 
There must be a 7relator by (*) with n = 8, when V > 8 1x1. Any reduced 
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relator of odd length must involve all the generators. One generator, say x, 
must appear three times in the 7-relator. Possibilities are xyxzxyz and 
XJJXZXZ~. The first implies xy = zxyxz so that xy has order 2; but then XJJX 
can be replaced by y in the original 7-relator and this contradicts irredun- 
dancy. Suppose the second relator x~xzxzy is the only 7-relator. The 
counting occurrences of x we have 3F, < I’, and by (*), 
V + 8x < F, < V/3 
which yields V < 12 Ix/. Therefore there must be another 7relator involving 
another generator, say y, three times. That relator must be JJX~VZJJZX. 
However, this implies xyxy = zyz, while the original relator implies 
J’X~.Y = zxz. We arrive at the contradiction 4’ = x. 
Case 2. The shortest relator has length 6. 
The 6-relator (xyz)” makes y < 1 by 161. The 6-relator xyxzyz makes y < 1 
as well, by [6] and Theorem 3.1. Since any 6-relator involving all three 
generators has one of these two forms (up to a permutation of x, .v, and z), 
we assume each 6relator involves only two generators, namely (x~v)~, (yz)“, 
or (xz)“. Suppose only one of these, say (xJJ)~, is a relator. By the previous 
analysis of 7relators, the only possible 7-relator is zxzyzyx. Let u =yx and 
u = zy. Then this 7-relator becomes UUUUX, which implies that u and u 
generate A and that (uv’)’ is a relator. Since (zy)’ = xzx, we also have that 
L! has order 4 and (uv’)’ is (uu~‘)~. Therefore the generating set (u, v) is 
(3.4; 2)” and hence JAI = 24. Thus V< 12 1x1 unless ~2 -1. It follows 
easily from (*) that there is another 6-relator if V > 21 1x1, contradicting our 
assumption. Therefore x < -1 and V < 12 1x1. 
We conclude that at least two of (xy)“, (yz)‘, and (xz)~ must be relators, 
say (xy)” and (YZ)~. The third, (xz)~, cannot also be a relator or else (x,-v, z) 
is (3, 3, 3) and y < 1. All 7-relators are eliminated by previous analysis. If 
every other relator of length less than 12 involves y. then 
by counting occurrences of y. Thus by (*) we have 
3V+ 12X<6F,+4F8+ ... +F,,<2V 
and hence V < 12 1x1. It follows that there is a relator of length less than 12 
involving only x and z, that is xz has order 4 or 5. We have then that X is 
(3, 3, r), r = 4 or 5, as desired. 
Case 3. The shortest relator has length 4 and V > 12 1x1, but V < 24 1x1. 
We do not consider the case of 5-relators because there is no reduced 5 
relator that does not contradict irredundancy. The only possible 4-relators 
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are (xy)‘, (yz)‘, and (xz)‘. If two of these are relators then clearly y = 0. We 
assume therefore that (xy)’ is the only 4-relator. 
We claim that if V > 12 1x1 then either xz or yz has order less than 6. By 
the previous analysis of 6relators in Case 2 there is no &relator that does 
not imply y < 1 except (y~)~ or (xz)‘. The only possible reduced 7-relator 
must involve three z’s and hence is of the form zxzyzxy, but this relator 
implies zx is conjugate to x making zx have order 2. All 8-relators involve 
three or four z’s. The only 8-relator with three z’s is zxzxyzxy, up to an 
interchange of x and y. This implies yzxy = (zx))~. Therefore zx = 
~(xz)-~ y = y(zx)-’ yy(zx)-’ y = (zx)~. Hence (x, z) is normal of order 6; 
since it has index 2, ]A ] = 12. The only 8-relators involving four z’s, 
zxzxzyzy and zxzyzxzy, imply y < 1 by [6]. Possible 9-relators involving 
four z’s, again up to interchange of x and y, are zxzxzyzxy, zxzyzxzxy, and 
zyzxzxzxy. The first implies zx = yzxzxzy as does the third (use xy = yx); 
then zx has order 2, a contradiction. The second implies (XL)’ =yzxzy and 
hence xz has order 4 as desired. We shall return to the only 9-relator, (zxy)‘, 
with three z’s. The only lo-relators with five z’s are (zx)” (zy)’ and 
zxzxzyzxzy. The first implies yzy = zxzxzxz. Since yxy = x it follows that 
(x, z) is normal. Moreover yzxy = (zx)” so that zx = (zx)‘“. Thus (xz) has 
order 30 and ]A ] = 60. An easy application of (*) shows there must be a 
relator of length 9 or less if V > 20 1x1. Thus for this group, V < 12 1x1 unless 
x = -3 or -4; a detailed analysis of this particular group yields x < -4 or 
y < 1. The other lo-relator with five z’s, zxzxzyzxz~~, implies yzxzy = zxzxz 
so y(zx)2y = (zx)“. Therefore (zx)’ = Ye y = y(zx)* y = (zx)’ yzxy so 
(zxy)’ is a relator yielding y < 1. 
We conclude that any relator involving all three generators except a 9- 
relator with three z‘s, a lo-relator with four z’s, or an 1 l-relator implies 
V< 12 1x1 or y < 1. Suppose therefore the only relators of length less than 12 
are the excepted ones. Then each 9relator contains three xy’s, each lo- 
relator contains two xy’s, and each 1 l-relator at least one xy. Each 
occurrence of xy in faces corresponding to these relators destroys a face 
corresponding to the only 4-relator (xy)*. Since each (xy)’ face can be 
destroyed by at most four different larger faces, F, < V/4 - (3F, + 2F,,, + 
F,,)/4. Then by ("1, 
and again V < 12 Ix]. We conclude that if V > 12 ]x 1 there must be a relator 
of length than 12 involving only two of the generators, that is, xz or yz has 
order less than 6 as claimed. 
If Y > 20 1x1 then by (*) there is a relator of length less than 10. By the 
previous analysis, at least one such relator must involve only two of the 
generators. Thus yz or xz has order 3 or 4. 
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Case 4. V> 24 1x1. 
By Cases 1-3, xy has order 2 and y.z has order 3 or 4. Assume first that 
yz has order 4. Suppose every relator of length less than 12 involves y. By 
the analysis in Case 3 we can assume F, = F, = F, = 0. Again as shown in 
Case 3, each 9-relator with only two y’s implies xz has order 2 or 4 and 
hence y < 1. Thus counting y’s, we have 2F, + 4F, + 3F, + 2F,, + F,, < V. 
It follows from (*) that 
3V+ 12x<8F,+4F,+3Fg+2F,,+F,,<6F,+ V<5V/2 
and therefore that V < 24 1x1. Thus there must be a relator of length less than 
12 involving only x and z. If xz has order 3 or 4 then y < 1. We conclude 
that xz has order 5 as desired. 
Assume instead that yz has order 3. Suppose every relator of length less 
than 24 involves y. A quick check of Case 3 reveals that all relators of 
length 10 or less involving only two y’s have been eliminated. Using xy =yx 
and yzy = zyz. one verifies the only 1 l-relator involving two y’s must of the 
form yzxzyzxzxzx, which implies (zx)’ is conjugate to x so zx has order 6 
and y < 1 by [ 61. Thus any relator of length 8, 9, 10, or 11 must involve 
three y’s. Counting occurrences of y we obtain 
2F, + 3F, + 3F, + 3F, + 3F,, + 3F,, + 2(F,, + *.. + FJ < V. 
Thus by (*) we have 
9V+24x,<20Fd+ 18F,+ 16F,+ 15Fg+$..+FF?3 
<8F,+6V,<8V 
and hence V < 24x. We conclude that there is a relator of length less than 24 
not involving y, that is, xz has order 11 or less. Since y < 1 if xz has order 6 
or less, we conclude that xz has order r, 7 < r < 1. 
We leave it as an exercise to the reader to check that x < (6 - r)/12r when 
xz has order r and yz order 3. Simply apply (*) with n = 2r and count y’s. 
For example, with r = 9 then by (*). 
6V+ 18x< 14F,+ 12F,+ IOF,+ . . . . 
and by counting y’s, 
2F, + 3F, + 4F, + 3F, + 3F,, + 3F,, + 2(F,, + ... + F,,) < V. 
It follows that 
6V+ 18~<6F,+4V< llV/2 
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and hence that V < 36 1x1 as desired. A similar argument applies when yz 
has order 4 and xz has order 5. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 4 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have not discussed Cayley graphs of degree greater than 4, but it 
follows from (*) with n = 4 that ]A ] < I2 1x1 for irredundant Cayley graphs 
of degree greater than 4. Thus we can summarize the results of the preceding 
sections as follows: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let C(A, X) be an irredundant Cayley graph of genus y 
and characteristic 1. If y > 1 then x < 0. Zf 1 A 1 > 12 1x1, then 1x1 = 2 or 3 
and if (XI = 3 then every element of X is an involution; moreover, X is a 
generating set of the type described in the conclusions of Theorem 4.1, 5.1, 
and 5.2. In particular, IA 1 < 84 1x1 and the number of irredundant Cayley 
graphs of characteristic x < 0 or genus y > 1 is finite. 
If the refined Hurwitz theorems for Cayley graph imbeddings given here 
are compared with the refined Hurwitz theorems for group actions given in 
[ 91, there are only two places where the results fail to agree. In Theorem 5.1 
when X is (3, 2; r)’ we can only conclude that there is a relator of length less 
than 24 and greater than 13. We would like to say this relator is (xy)’ for 
7 < r < 11 or [x, y]’ for r = 4, 5 and thus obtain the (3, 2, r)’ or (3, 3, r)’ 
generating set predicted by Theorem 12 of [9]. However, this would entail a 
complete analysis of more than one hundred possible relators; we do not 
have the patience for such an undertaking. A computer program to do coset 
enumeration could conceivably resolve this case. 
The second place where the results of this paper are weaker than those in 
[9] concerns improper (p, q, r) and (p,p, q)’ generating sets. For example, 
by [9] if the minimal genus y of any surface on which the group A acts 
satisfies IAl > 96(y - 1) and y > 1, then A must be properly (2, 3, 7) and 
(A I= 168(y - 1). However, if we only have a Cayley graph for A of genus 
y > 1 and IA I > 96(y - l), then we can only conclude that A is a (2, 3, 7) 
group, possibly improper, and that IA / < 168(y - 1). For alternating groups 
of degree n > 167 this is exactly what happens [ 11. Computing the genus of 
a Cayley graph for an improper (p, q, r) or (p,p, q)’ generating set appears 
to be a very difficult problem and must involve a new idea that uncovers a 
subtle distinction between orientable and nonorientable imbeddings. On the 
bright side, if one is only interested in the characteristic of Cayley graphs 
rather than the genus, then there is no problem. Improper (p, q, r) or 
(p,p, q)c generating sets do provide imbeddings in a nonorientable surface of 
the desired Euler characteristic. 
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It should not be surprising that our refined Hurwitz theorems greatly 
simplify the computation of groups of small genus. For genus 2 there are 
only ten possible presentations to consider [ 111. For characteristic -1 it is 
even easier; the only real problems are improper (2, 3, r) groups 7 < r < 10 
of orders 84, 48, 36, and 30 and these can be eliminated without much work 
(see [ 111). 
Finally, to provide a glimpse of the problems encountered with redundant 
Gayley graphs, we give an example due to Nick Wormald. Let A = (x, y, z: 
X 2GyLz2= 1, [x, y] = [x, z] = 1, y =x”), where n > 3, and let 
X= (x, y, z}. The subgraph of the Cayley graph C(A, X) induced by edges 
labeled x and y consists of two components, both isomorphic to a cycle of 
length 2n of x edges with antipodal points joined by y edges. In particular, 
C(A, A’) contains two disjoint copies of the complete bipartite graph K,,, and 
therefore has genus at least two. On the other hand, an imbedding of C(A, X) 
in the surface of genus 2 can be constructed by giving half of each x -y 
component a twist to uncross the y edges, deleting for the moment the 
resulting two pairs of crossed edges, adding the z edges to obtain a planar 
imbedding of C(A, X) with two pairs of edges removed, and finally putting 
the pairs of crossed edges back with two handles added to the plane so that 
the edges do not intersect. Thus C(A, X) has genus 2. Since n was arbitrary, 
we have constructed infinitely many Cayley graphs of genus 2. Notice, 
however, that the x -y components do imbed in the projective plane. Hence 
C(A, X) does imbed in the klein bottle viewed as a pair of mabius strips 
identified along their boundaries. 
This example shows why the condition of irredundancy was necessary in 
Theorem 3.1. In fact, the presentation given for A is type 3.10 from [6], only 
the subgroup (x, yz) does not have index 2 as required. This same graph also 
lurks behind the contradiction of irredundancy in the arguments of Theorem 
3.1 that handle Proulx’s presentations 3.9 and 4.1. We conjecture that this 
graph is the only counterexample to the statement that there are only finitely 
many Cayley graphs of any given genus y > 1. 
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